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ABSTRACT

Partnerships bringing together both the private and the public sector, as well as development actors might play an important role in facilitating the acquisition of skills and thereby support sustainable socio-economic development, notably in the manufacturing sector. The participation of the private sector in such partnerships contributes to enhance the adequacy between skills supply and demand and thereby spurs employability and economic activity. This paper makes use of the case study method to analyse the role of this kind of partnership in skills acquisition in five industrial development projects in Africa. We hypothesise that the Market System Development (MSD) approach offers potential to enhance the impact of skills acquisition partnerships. We conclude by proposing an innovative framework to support policymakers and development practitioners to conceptualise new skills development partnerships through the application of the MSD approach contributing to systemic change and long-term sustainability.
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INTRODUCTION

1. Contribution of the paper

This paper seeks to present and analyse a unique dataset and the experience gained on the public private development partnership approach used by a United Nations specialised agency to facilitate the skills acquisition of future labour force and the provision of qualified workers to the labour market and thereby contribute to the enhancement of the knowledge and normative base on technical and vocational education and training provision with the direct involvement of the private sector.

The paper makes use of five case studies that build upon the experience gained with five public private development partnership projects to support skills development that were implemented
between 2012 and 2020 by the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) and different public, private and development partners. The skills targeted by the five case studies were not identical; the projects in Ethiopia, Liberia, Morocco and Zambia focused on heavy duty equipment and commercial vehicle training whereas the focus of the project in South Africa was on forestry skills development.

The common objective of all five case studies was to address the market failure caused by the mismatch between demand and supply of highly skilled labour in the targeted sector. By doing so, the projects aimed at enhancing business and employment opportunities and thereby contributing to poverty reduction. One can conclude that the five case studies contributed to the achievement of the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda by targeting the Sustainable Development Goals related to education, decent work, industry and global partnerships (SDG 4, 8, 9, and 17).

This paper makes a substantial contribution to existing knowledge on public private development partnerships to facilitate skills acquisition by putting forward a framework for analysis, using the Market System Development (MSD) approach, to increase the sustainability and systemic change of future public private development partnership projects in skills provision. The framework presented in this paper constitutes an original contribution to the state of the art since the MSD approach has not been applied yet in the context of UNIDO’s public private development partnership projects.

The research question we address in the paper can be summarised as follows: Can the MSD approach be applied in the context of partnership skills development projects to achieve systemic change and thereby ensuring scaled-up and long-term sustainability?

1.2 Rationale for partnerships with the private sector for acquisition of industrial skills

The international community agreed and set up in 2015 a number of very ambitious and far-reaching development objectives, which are encapsulated in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (UNGA, 2015). The latter comprises 17 mutually reinforcing Sustainable Development Goals that constitute a roadmap to achieve a better world by 2030. Four Sustainable Development Goals that focus on how to achieve quality education, sustainable economic growth, inclusive and sustainable industrial development and forging partnerships for sustainable development lie at the core of this paper.

A well-established fact in the literature is that the industrial sector, more precisely, the manufacturing sector, offers increasing returns of scale and underpins economic growth (see, for instance, Kaldor, 1966; 1981). Recent research (UNIDO, 2019a) indicates that in the period 1991-2018 the growth of the manufacturing value added was higher than that of the gross domestic product confirming the continued leading role of manufacturing in economic growth. Moreover, the manufacturing sector continues to show higher productivity than other sectors of the economy (UNIDO, 2020a).

Industrial development can have also significant impact on social progress (UNIDO, 2019b) as the manufacturing sector plays an important role in in terms of employment and education (UNIDO, 2020b). Albaladejo and Weiss (2017) highlight the changing types of skills required depending on the industrial development stage of economies and the need for training methods to
evolve accordingly. Chang and Andreoni (2020) underscore the importance of integrating learning and production when devising new industrial policies.

A significant investment gap, which was estimated at US$ 2.5 trillion annually by UNCTAD (2014), remains unfilled to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals. Moreover, the flows of foreign direct investment are expected to drop up to 40% in 2020 (UNCTAD, 2020) because of the COVID-19 pandemic the world is currently undergoing. In addition, the contribution of the private sector has not reached the necessary levels to supplement public investment to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals and remains low, particularly in Least Developed Countries (Organisation for Economic Cooperation Development (OECD), 2019) and in the education sector (UNCTAD, 2019).

“Alliances and partnerships produce stability when they reflect realities and interests”. This quote by an American author Stephen Kinzer (BrainyQuote, n.d.) demonstrates the current industrial skills development landscape in the present Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) era. The provision of technical and vocational education and training is the key to country’s industrial competitiveness and development and countries need the right set of skills to match jobs with workers. Yet, the situation in many countries reflects a gap as the skills provided do not match the industry employment needs.

For all the above, we have decided to focus our paper on those partnerships that include the participation of the private sector in the acquisition of industrial skills.

Different ways to provide technical and vocational education and training related skills exist. In many occasions (UNESCO, 2007), the private sector plays role in skills development partly due to the market failure of matching the demand and the supply of skilled labour. The provision of technical and vocational education and training services varies greatly between countries. A database of UNESCO-UNEVOC (2019) presents profiles of 31 countries’ training systems and reveals the variety across different countries in entry requirements, options for governance and financing, as well as quality controls in place.

Hoyaux (2019) distinguishes between operational and educational public private partnerships. The former means that a public training service involves private sector partners in operating that service, under different forms of legal contracts, with different degrees of responsibility and with transfer of funds to the public sector. An educational public private partnership means that the different partners, public and private, contribute through advisory services on ad hoc basis. Such advisory services include training of trainers, training/learning materials, quality assurance and accreditation, among others.

Another model to deliver skills exist: the public private development partnership. According to the Swedish International Development Agency (2019), this model enhances development impact by using different methods to deliver and financially support public services. The investment, risks, responsibilities and rewards are thus shared among the public, private and development partners. The public private development partnership model falls under the classification of an educational partnership with the following exemptions: i) collaboration is structured (as opposed to ad hoc) and governed by project document and legally binding
agreement/s, ii) in addition to public and private partners, a development partner is involved (Hoyaux, 2019).

The role and importance of the private sector in the provision of technical and vocational education and training skills is not likely to be less in the current era of 4IR, which requires governments, industries and individuals to rethink fundamentally the content and the delivery of industrial skills. 4IR is commonly characterised as a fusion of technologies that blurs the borders between the biological, digital and physical spheres (Schwab & Davis, 2018). Quality skills provision is a key driver of economic growth, as it trains workers for technical and skilled jobs. Yet, currently, many technical and vocational education and training institutions, especially in low-income countries, are unable to adapt their training to the needs of the 4IR partly due to the fact that the private sector, forerunner of 4IR (WEF, 2018), is not sufficiently involved in developing and/or updating the training curricula (The World Bank, 2019).

Previous research suggested the benefits of the partnership approach to acquire skills in developing countries by involving the private sector (Moll de Alba & Stucki, 2019). Yet, some past evaluation and lessons-learnt studies (UNIDO, 2016; 2017a; 2018a) on the public private development partnership model in skills development have identified challenges in reaching systemic change and ensuring the long-term sustainability of the technical and vocational education and training sector.

Market System Development (MSD) approach address the underlying causes of poor performance in specific markets that matter to people living in poverty, in order to create lasting changes that have a large-scale impact (The Springfield Centre, 2015). The MSD approach stimulates systemic change by shifting the underlying conditions that are holding a complex problem in place. An example of such a problem is the mismatch between supply and demand for industrial skills.

This paper puts forward a framework for analysis of skills development initiatives. The framework builds on existing evidence from partnership projects in skills development, falling under the Learning and Knowledge Development Facility, which is a unique facility focusing on evidence based learning on demand driven skills development, Currently, the facility comprises 12 ongoing public private development partnership projects across ten countries.

Our hypothesis is that the MSD approach can be used in combination with the public private development partnership model in technical and vocational education and training and thereby enhances its impact.

1.3 Definition of Market System Development approach

The former UN Secretary General, Kofi Annan, states: “It is the absence of broad-based business activity, not its presence, which condemns much of humanity to suffering. Indeed, what is utopian is the notion that poverty can be overcome without the active engagement of business” (Annan, 2005). According to BEAM Exchange (2020a), supporters of market systems approaches believe that the best way to help people out of poverty is to address the underlying causes of market failure. Rather than focus broadly on macro-economic problems or individually on specific businesses or families, they instead look at the ways poor people and businesses
interact in particular sectors. By analysing and understanding this, they can help make systemic changes that create lasting, inclusive growth.

The rationale to apply the market systems approach in development cooperation is threefold; (1) to stimulate systemic change, (2) to achieve large scale impact, and (3) to ensure sustainability of development interventions. (ibid)

As stated, the MSD approach stimulates systemic change by shifting the underlying conditions that are holding a complex problem in place such as the mismatch between supply and demand for industrial skills. When the underlying conditions have widespread influence, and are binding constraints, then permanently shifting them is likely to lead to widespread impact on a large scale. The systemic change and the widespread impact ensure that the intervention is sustainable beyond the duration of the intervention. Hence, scale and sustainability are results of systemic change. (BEAM Exchange, 2020b)

According to the Springfield Centre (2015), systemic change is achieved by examining the specific and unique underlying causes of poor performance in particular industries or sub-sectors. Once the underlying causes are analysed, the intervention is designed in a way that stimulates changes in the rules, relationships, barriers and incentives that affect how public and private actors behave, helping important market functions to perform more effectively. The ultimate goals are to improve the whole market system and to enable multiple businesses to innovate, grow, reach out and serve wider populations.

Sustainability is achieved by aligning the objectives of a development intervention with the private incentives and capabilities of key actors in the system. Yet, there are many factors that are outside the control of individual firms or actors, such as social norms, government policies or industry-wide practices. This requires careful analysis of key market functions and players, and how they could work more effectively in the future to overcome the conditions that are holding the problem in the market system in place.

2. METHODOLOGY

Yin (2019) defines a case study as “an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real-world context”. After careful consideration, we decide that cases studies offer the most appropriate approach to test our research hypothesis about the potential offered by MSD approach to enhance the impact of public private development partnership to support skills acquisition in the industrial sector.

UNIDO has accumulated unique experience using the above partnership approach in a number of projects in different industrial subsectors in several developing countries. Supported by UNIDO and the Swedish International Development Agency, the Learning and Knowledge Development Facility provides policymakers and development practitioners with a platform to share and discuss practices and experience in the area of industrial skills development. The facility has developed and promoted a common framework, on the one hand, to facilitate the acquisition of the skills required by the industrial sector and thereby enhance employability and reduce poverty and, on the other hand to meet the labour market demands of skilled labour and thereby underpin
economic growth. Partnerships, and namely the public private development partnership approach, lie at the core of the facility. The role of the private sector in such partnership projects is fundamental to identify and facilitate the acquisition of skills required by a given industrial subsector as well as the mastering of the key technologies and knowledge the labour should become conversant.

The platform provides information and data on 12 partnership projects in eight countries, namely in Ethiopia (two projects), Iraq, Liberia (two projects), Morocco (three projects), South Africa, Uganda, Uruguay and Zambia. Moreover, the facility partnership projects cover a wide range of industrial subsectors from agro-industry automation in Uruguay to water management in Morocco.

The facility has put over the years emphasis on the development of knowledge products that enhance the impact of such partnership projects. Particular attention has been placed on the collection of data that enables assessing the impact of such projects. For that purpose, the facility stocks information and data of the students who have participated in such project. This database build upon the results of baseline and end line questionnaires on both household and employment status. Standard questionnaires have been developed, tested and used to collect information at the beginning of the training courses with 27 queries whereas end questionnaires, including 17 interrogations, are filled out between 1 to 9 months (depending on the project) after the completion of the training.

For the sake of comparability, we have decided to focus this paper on five industrial sector partnership projects in Africa for which data availability allows an in-depth analysis of the project results. This paper undertakes case studies covering projects in five African countries, namely Ethiopia, Liberia, Morocco South Africa and Zambia. The years covered by the above projects are different and range from 2012 to 2018. The selected five projects are diverse in terms of the partners involved, the national characteristics in which they operate, the admission requirements, and the underlying technical and vocational education and training systems and thereby offers a set of case studies that will allow to draw conclusions beyond the five projects covered by this paper.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present our five case studies. All case studies are public-private partnership skills acquisition projects developed under the umbrella of UNIDO’s Learning and Knowledge Development Facility using the same methodological approach thereby enabling the comparison of the results achieved. We first present the specific conditions and features of each case study and then summarise their contribution to systemic change, large-scale impact and sustainability.

The main rationale behind the selection of the five case studies was the availability of both baseline and end line data. The Learning and Knowledge Development Facility focuses on least developed countries explains why all five case studies are located in Africa. The duration of the five case studies ranged from four to six years. Focusing on one continent allowed us to identify similarities and differences stemming from the specific contexts and conditions of the various countries covered by the five case studies. We provide for each case study a succinct description
of the partnership, as well as selected results based on our analysis of the data contained in the Learning and Knowledge Development Facility database, which summarises the results of the project baseline and end line questionnaires. More information in each partnership project is available on the facility webpage at https://lkdfacility.org/

We supplement the above information and data on each project by undertaking a qualitative review of the technical and vocational education and training policies of the respective countries where the projects are hosted. UNESCO-UNEVOC (2019) defines such policies as a “collection of laws and rules that govern the operation of technical and vocational education and training systems”. This definition describes well the situation of public private development partnerships in technical and vocational education and training where, in addition to traditional actors, the private and development sectors are contributing to the provision of industrial skills.

The UNESCO-UNEVOC (2019) World technical and vocational education and training database aims at providing concise, reliable and up-to-date information on such training systems worldwide. The database, which is the result of a collaboration between UNESCO-UNEVOC and the technical and vocational education and training stakeholders in each country, contains currently 31 country profiles, particularly the UNEVOC Network Members. The UNEVOC International Centre for Technical and Vocational Education and Training compiles the country profiles and a relevant stakeholder of the respective country validates them.

We analyse the relevant technical and vocational education and training policies for our case study in terms of private sector prevalence using the UNESCO-UNEVOC database for Morocco, South Africa and Zambia, and literature from the Ministry of Education Ethiopia (2008) and Ministry of Education Liberia (2015) for Ethiopia and Liberia, respectively.

3.1 Case study 1: Ethiopia

Back in 2012, with financial support of the Swedish International Development Agency, the project upgraded and refurbished the Selam Technical and Vocational College in Addis Ababa to create a pioneering academy in the country focusing on heavy-duty equipment as well as commercial vehicles.

The project has been instrumental to deliver 36-month training courses to an intake of students ranging from 25 to 40 per year. The course content was developed with support from Volvo Group. The approach used in the training courses was very innovative for the country. Its uniqueness is explained by the combination of theoretical and hands-on training. The latter was delivered with the support of state-of-the-art equipment used in industry. Moreover, not only did the training courses included technical training but also focused on the acquisition of soft skills and English language. The project pioneered a new approach in the country to address the high unemployment among the youth, their low levels of educational attainment and the lack of qualified labour demanded by the construction and commercial vehicles maintenance sectors. The project developed a pilot model that has been replicated to other trades in the country, for example driver training (UNIDO, 2019c).

We undertake an analysis of the project data for the years 2012, 2013 and 2014. It is worth mentioning the significant increase in the percentage of females, a proxy of the contribution of
the project to inclusiveness, from 3.8% in 2012 to 57.6% in 2014. A bit less than two thirds of the trainees claimed to have found a full-time job after the trainings of 2013 and 2014 and all indicated their income had increased in the groups of 2012 and 2014. Finally, in 2014 all trainees were satisfied with the training received.

Ethiopia’s National Strategy from 2008 sets the vision, objectives and guiding principles for the country’s technical and vocational education and training sector. The chapter on conceptual principles mentions explicitly public-private partnerships. The involvement of the private sector is mentioned in various occasions in the paper; in strengthening institutions, as training providers, in relation to the governance structure and the National technical and vocational education and training Council, as a way to improve the quality and the relevance of training, and finally, in the context of private investment into training.

3.2 Case study 2: South Africa

The Government of Finland offered financial support to overcome the challenges faced by the forest sector of South Africa related to the use of new technologies and changes undergone by this sector. During the years 2016–2017 the project trained 218 students in wood drying and kiln building, sawmilling, brush saw operations, saw log optimization, waste-to-energy, and woodworking, as well as on entrepreneurship course. The training courses were as short as five days to reach a maximum duration of 40 days depending on the topics covered.

When looking at the project data for 2016 and 2017, one can notice a high participation of females with almost 58% in 2017. Due to the nature of this sector, one can appreciate that in 2017 the contribution of the project to job creation was distributed almost equally between employed (42.2%) and self-employed (42.1%) and more than half (55.3%) increased their revenues after the training resulting in all students recommending such training courses.

The country profile of South Africa is from 2014 and the validation of the profile is conducted by JET Education Services (JET). JET is an independent, non-profit organisation that works with government, the private sector, international development agencies and education institutions to improve the quality of education and the relationship between education, skills development and the world of work (JET Education Services, 2020).

The education strategy of South Africa is governed by the Medium Term Strategic Framework (MTSF), the National Industrial Policy Framework (NIPF) and the Industrial Policy Action Plans (IPAP). Furthermore, the most updated skill needs are developed and assessed by the Ministry of Higher Education and Training (MHET) and published in the National Skills Development Strategy (NSDS) (UNESCO-UNEVOC, 2014).

The most recent NSDS was approved by the MHET in 2018 and is being presented for the National Skills Authority and key stakeholders for their final consideration (Department of Higher Education and Training, Republic of South Africa, 2018) and hence not yet available for analysis. The most recent policy document available for analysis, The White Paper for Post-School Education and Training (Department of Higher Education and Training, Republic of South Africa, 2014), recognizes the role of the private sector in demand driven, quality technical and vocational education and training.
3.3 Case study 3: Liberia

The Government of Japan supported financially during the period 2013-2018 a project that contributed to Liberia’s reconstruction following the civil wars and the Ebola. The project delivered technical and vocational training to underpin economic growth in several key domestic sectors including, among others, mining and construction. The participation of the private operator, Komatsu Ltd, contributed to strengthening a local vocational training centre in Kakata, Margibi county of Liberia. Our data is from year 2016, during which 37 students were trained for periods of two weeks on all aspects relevant to excavator operators. Our dataset is incomplete due to the Ebola outbreak affecting the country during the implementation period.

Female participation in 2016 reached only 2.7% but is expected to play a catalytic role and contribute to raise the attractiveness of such trainings for women. Almost half of the trainees managed to find a job or become self-employed after the completion of the training. The challenging conditions of the country labour market might explain why 51.6% of the trainees could not find a job even if the large majority (94.6%) of the trainees recommended the raining to others.

Liberia’s National policy 2015-2020 and the accompanying operational plan aims to provide a roadmap for a co-ordinated and quality technical and vocational education and training delivery in the country. The policy relies on the country’s long-term development objectives, as spelled out in the document “Liberia Rising: Vision 2030”.

The policy lists as one of the flaws of the Liberian system the weak linkages between the formal technical and vocational education and training system and the world of work and that the training delivery system has remained largely supply-driven and not demand-driven or aligned to the needs of the employment sector. It lists “partnership with the industry” as one of the key strategies in providing quality and relevant training for all.

The Policy refers to the private sector in three occasions: i) private sector being one of the main training provider in the country, ii) in relation to ICT skills (private sector businesses are viewed as one vehicle to deliver the requisite ICT competencies), and iii) regarding funding of the sector (voluntary contributions, levy and donations) (Ministry of Education Liberia, 2015).

3.4 Case study 4: Morocco

In 2015, with financial support from USAID and other partners including the Volvo Group, the project in Morocco established an academy on heavy-duty equipment as well as commercial vehicles. The new academy was integrated into the existing School of building and public works of Settat.

Since its inception, the Academy has trained yearly 150 Moroccan, Senegalese and Ivorian youth in heavy-duty equipment maintenance during nine months long courses. The project had the dual objective to promote youth employability and to stimulate economic and social development in the aforementioned three countries.
The participation of female reached 6.6% in the second batch of the 2017 training. Interestingly, the contribution of the project to job creation was exclusively on full-time employment (76.8%) and more than half of the trainees (53.7%) earned more after having completed the training. Unsurprisingly, all trainees claimed to be satisfied with the training received.

The country profile of Morocco is from 2015 and the College of Technical Education of Mohammed V Souissi University (ENSET) has validated it.

Morocco’s technical and vocational education and training policy is governed by the National Strategy for Vocational Training for the period 2015-2021, and the Vocational Training Vision 2020 (UNESCO-UNEVOC, 2015). These strategic documents call for strengthened cooperation with chambers of commerce, businesses and professional associations. Furthermore, in the Royal Speech on the 65th Anniversary of the Revolution of the King and the People, the King called for a “thorough review of vocational training programs to align them with the needs of businesses and the public sector, and to make sure they are adapted to changes in industry and trades in general, thereby increasing the chances of graduates to access professional life” (Kingdom of Morocco, 2018).

3.5 Case study 5: Zambia

The project established in 2015, with financial support from the Swedish International Development Agency and the Volvo Group, a centre in Zambia for the operation and maintenance of heavy equipment used in the mining industry, i.e., earthmoving equipment and trucks. The centre was integrated into the existing technical and vocational education program of the Northern Technical College, a public vocational training centre that is located in Ndola and provides training programs in electrical, mechanical, automotive engineering and the applied sciences.

The dataset is from years 2017 and 2018, during which the project trained 156 students on heavy-duty equipment maintenance during courses of 15 months duration.

The number of females attracted reached 15.79% in 2018. More than one third of the students (37.83%) managed to find an employment while 54.05% were unemployed after the training finalised. Half of the trainees maintained or increased their revenues after the training and all were satisfied with its contents.

The country profile of Zambia is from 2010 and the Ministry of Science, Technology and Vocational Training (MSTVT) has validated it.

Zambia’s training provision is governed by the 7th National Development Plan including its Implementation Plan, the technical and vocational education and training Policy from 1996 as well as the Vision 2030 document. Both the Policy and the Vision document stresses the importance of technical and vocational education and training in economic development (UNESCO-UNEVOC, 2010). The 7th National Development Plan calls for a fundamental mindset change and creation of “an environment that fosters strong private sector participation in the socio-economic development process”. The 7th National Development Plan further calls for private sector engagement across sectors and for economic diversification. In relation to skills,
the Plan recognizes that “private education and training providers will continue to be important partners in the delivery of education and training for all at all levels”. Furthermore, the Plan mentions that curricula will be revised continuously to reflect the global market skills needs.

3.6 Quantitative findings

We can see diverse quantitative results achieved by the five case studies in terms of contribution to job creation and earnings, employment situation and student satisfaction. Figure 1 presents the number of students whose earnings decreased, remained the same or increased after having completed the training courses as compared to the baseline situation before the training intervention. Figure 2 presents how students would describe their job situation before and after the training. Figure 3 reveals student satisfaction with the training provided. The diverse contexts in which the projects were launched and implemented might explain, at least partly, such differences.

Figure 1: Earnings of students after completion of training courses in comparison to the situation before the training module (number of students per category). The question asked was “Do you now earn more than before the training?”

Source: Based on data from the baselines and end lines of the case studies

Figure 2: Job situation after completion of training course in comparison to the situation before the training (number of students per category). The question asked was: “How would you describe your job situation?”
Figure 3: Student satisfaction after completion of training course in comparison to the situation before the training (number of students per category). The question asked was: “Would you recommend the course you did at the VTC to your friends and family?”

Source: Based on data from the baselines and end lines of the case studies

3.7 Qualitative findings: contribution to systemic change, large scale impact and sustainability
The table below summarises the case studies regarding their contribution to systemic change, large-scale impact and sustainability drawing on relevant available documentation, namely independent evaluations, publications on lessons learnt, and project final reports.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Systemic change</th>
<th>Large scale impact</th>
<th>Sustainability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia.</td>
<td>Systemic change was assessed as partially met.</td>
<td>The project should have had a greater pro-business and private sector engagement to reach large-scale impact.</td>
<td>The project generated a business plan including innovative ways to cover expenses once the partnership project ended. This was assessed as a good example with a potential for replication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: UNIDO (2018a)</td>
<td>The choice of the institution where the training programme was set-up (an NGO instead of a public TVET school) was claimed to partially influence this.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa.</td>
<td>Systemic change in the national vocation training policies was assessed unlikely due to the limited involvement in discussions about national curricula changes, national trainer training, policy changes or institutional development.</td>
<td>Limited impact due to the same reasons as listed under “systemic change”.</td>
<td>Financial, technical and organizational sustainability were assessed as moderately likely indicating that the project had succeeded in designing and implementing the project activities in a sustainable manner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: UNIDO (2017b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberia.</td>
<td>The project was stated to have contribution to system change regarding gender participation to a traditionally male-dominated field.</td>
<td>The training programme set-up by the project was assessed viable in the short-term. The long-term impact was assessed to depend on many external factors, including availability of human and financial resources, TVET sector governance in the country and the contact to the private sector.</td>
<td>For long-term sustainability, the project would need to proactively manage and market the training programme as well as strengthen linkages with the relevant ministries and the private sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: UNIDO (2018b)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morocco.</td>
<td>The independent evaluation concluded that “system transformations take time and rarely do they take place within the time span of the intervention”. Therefore, the evaluation did not address the project’s contribution to system change.</td>
<td>The project impact was assessed as successful pilot, which established good practices for demand-driven skills development.</td>
<td>The technical, governance and financial sustainability were assessed as satisfactory; the lack of sustainability/exit strategy being mentioned as main shortcomings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: UNIDO (2020c)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia.</td>
<td>The final report noted that the project set-up benefitted n/a in the project final report.</td>
<td></td>
<td>According to the final project report, careful</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.8 Discussion and proposal for development practitioners of Market System Development approach

To systematise the positive results emerging from the projects, we propose to thoroughly analyse the underlying conditions and contexts in which the particular partnership project is set up. In view of the above, in this section we introduce an innovative proposal to make use of the MSD approach to cater for the specific conditions of new partnership projects and thereby enhance systemic change ultimately leading to scaling up and sustainability.

It should be noted that the MSD approach was not used in the cases presented in this paper. The MSD is proposed as a framework to methodise the positive, yet uneven, outcomes of the public private development partnership projects. The approach will be tested for the first time ever in a recently launched project Design of a public private development partnership between Sida, Volvo and UNIDO in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, using the market system development approach (UNIDO, 2020d). More information about the suitability of MSD in the context of skills provision using the public private development partnership project approach will become available after the project completion and could be used in future research.

As the case studies revealed, the results and impact of the individual partnership project vary between industrial sectors, countries and even between the years in the same country. To systematise the positive results of public private development partnership projects to and their impact in terms of employment creation and earnings, female participation in industrial sectors traditionally reserved to men, the underlying conditions in the technical and vocational education and training system should be analysed. For this, we propose the following framework analysis in applying MSD for public private development partnerships.

The challenge in combining the MSD approach and partnership project stems from the sequence in which the system is analysed. In a conventional MSD approach, the Diagnostic process starts by analysing the market and identifying suitable interventions (see Figure 2). The LKD facility has shown (UNIDO, 2016; 2017a; 2018a) that the public private development partnership approach produces quality education and therefore contributes to filling the skills gap, and ultimately to economic growth. For example, an analysis of a project in Ethiopia concluded that involving the private sector actively as a full partner raises the quality and relevance of training, which is essential for creating job opportunities and reducing skills and productivity gaps in the private sector (UNIDO, 2018a).

Figure 2: Diagnostic process of MSD approach
Yet, the partnership interventions would have benefitted by addressing i) all the critical constraints of the market failure (the mismatch between the demand and supply of skills) and ii) identifying opportunities to change the important conditions behind this mismatch. Furthermore, whereas some of the critical constraints for the mismatch are common in the skills sector, country and sectoral variations exist and should be analysed separately in each intervention. All the above are part of the MSD Diagnostic process (the Springfield Centre, 2015). As stated in the analysis of the partnership project in Ethiopia: “Context matters” (UNIDO, 2018a). Such partnership projects are likely to succeed better in high growth environments, such as Ethiopia, where the demand for qualified workers remains constantly high and employment outcomes are hence positive, and where there are strong incentives for private sector and the broader government, beyond the Ministries of Education and Training, to continue supporting the model. The study continues, “there is a need to strengthen business engagement, starting off by mapping out the most important and strategically important actors”.

Mapping the most important players and identifying the opportunities to change the important conditions in the system are the two topics where the MSD approach can help in developing the new partnership projects.

We suggest that the Learning and Knowledge Development Facility, and other technical and vocational education and training models in collaboration with the private sector, should continue
developing and implementing skills development using the public private development partnership model (the intervention). The MSD approach should be used to analyse systemic constraints, the broad market system and to identify the beneficiary context in order to maximize the scale change and long-term sustainability in a partnership intervention, hence shifting the underlying conditions of the system. This would imply using the Diagnostic process of the MSD approach but taking the market demand identified by the private partner, and hence the partnership project, as a starting point, validating it jointly with the key stakeholders of the system, and building the project intervention logic and implementation strategy in the broader context of the systemic constraints, specific market system, and context (see Figure 3).

**Figure 3**: Applying the MSD approach for public private development partnership intervention.
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*Source: Modified from the Springfield Centre (2015)*

4. **CONCLUSION**

Last years have witnessed a general recognition of the role that the manufacturing sector can play to underpin economic growth and development (UNIDO, 2019e; 2020a). The inclusion in the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda (UNGA, 2015) of an SDG, namely number 9, dedicated to inclusive and sustainable development constitutes a good proof of the increasing attention paid to the leading role played by the industrial sector in driving development. Recent reviews (UN,
2019) of the progress towards the achievement of SDG 4 on how to achieve quality education, which plays a key role to underpin industrial development, indicate that despite progress “existing skills do not match the jobs of tomorrow and newly acquired skills may quickly become obsolete”. The existing gap between the demands of the manufacturing sector for skilled labour seem to be widening even in an industrialised country like the US as pointed out by Deloitte and The Manufacturing Institute (2018) which estimated that as many as 2.4 million positions would remain unfilled between 2018 and 2028 in the US manufacturing sector.

There is also wider recognition that the private sector (UNIDO, 2019e) should take a prominent role to address the challenges posed by the new industrial revolution and the plethora of emerging technologies that are changing the way humankind lives and interacts. Recent studies, see for instance the work of the World Economic Forum (2020), again highlight the importance of soft skills in future jobs. The unprecedented changes our society is facing are illustrated, by instance, by estimates that indicate that more than half of employees will require re- and up-skilling (WEF, 2019a), which calls for concerted action from all concerned actors including the private sector to create a long-life learning system that places skills at its core (WEF, 2019b). The concerns raised in recent years by the future of jobs and the impact of the 4IR on employment have been increased by the severe impact on economic activity and foreseen job losses compounded by the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak in 2020. The negative impact in manufacturing activity is particularly severe as illustrated by recent data on the index of industrial production published by UNIDO (2020e). Autor and Reynolds (2020) confirm the challenges derived from the automation for the US labour market and the acceleration of the process by COVID-19 while Barrero et al. (2020c) point out that a significant share of the jobs lost because of COVID-19 in the US will disappear for good.

In this paper, we have reviewed the experience gained by UNIDO making use of the partnership approach to support the acquisition of skills in the industrial sector through partnering with operators of the private sector. We have focused our attention on five partnership projects in Africa, namely in Ethiopia, Liberia, Morocco, South Africa, and Zambia. The five case studies bring together a sample of 458 students for which we have analysed data collected prior and after the completion of the training in terms of inclusiveness (measured by female participation), employability (including self-employment) and increase in income, as well as interest of the training delivered. Our case studies have pointed out that the partnership approach has a positive effect in facilitating the acquisition of skills in industrial sectors.

The results, even if positive, change from one case study to one other. It is important to bear in mind that the national contexts in which the five projects operate are significantly different. In addition, the projects do not cover the same time span and years. Finally, not all five case studies focused on the same industrial sectors and technical disciplines. The above constitutes a limitation and constrains the comparability of our analysis and conclusions. At the same time, it also constitutes a good evidence that despite such differences the partnership approach seems to constitute a suitable mechanism to support the acquisition of skills required by the industrial sector and benefit from its participation in such projects. We have also undertaken a quality review of the technical and vocational education and training policies of the five countries covered by our case studies. It is worth mentioning that the policy documents of all the five countries mentioned the role of the private sector in this field.
This paper makes a contribution to the existing body of knowledge by introducing a novel approach to make use of the MSD approach to enhance the public private development partnership model in the technical and vocational education and training sector. For that purpose, we have presented a framework for analysis that seeks to increase both sustainability and systemic change. From our analysis, we can derive a set of recommendations to improve the partnership model based on the results of the case studies, notably:

- Partnership project partners should participate in the MSD approach, especially the Diagnostic process to ensure the broad identification of the specific market system constraints from early stages of project development. Key partners should stay engaged during the project implementation to flag out potential new or redundant systemic constraints.
- The public sector should enable the favourable policy environment, such as adoption and accreditation of new curricula, for maximum systemic change and thereby scale and sustainability.
- The private sector should share the necessary information about the market demand to guide the MSD approach Diagnostic process, including the demand for a skilled labour, in specific trade in the short, medium and long term.
- Development partners should allow flexibility required by the MSD approach when designing the intervention logic and implementation strategy and especially when implementing the partnership project. Specific market systems (e.g., changes in global commodity prices for example in the mining sector) and systemic constraints are dynamic rather than static and corresponding flexibility in project duration, Key Performance Indicators, changes to logical framework and even target beneficiaries are most likely required during the project implementation.

In addition, to offer a new approach to policymakers and development partners seeking to enhance the impact of partnership projects in the field of skills acquisition and employability, this paper points out a number of areas that deserve further research. It would be of particular interest to identify a set of partnership projects covering the same set of technical trainings, periods and duration of trainings to be able to derive more accurate conclusions on the impact of such projects. From a research perspective, it would be of great interest to analyse the results of partnership projects that are formulated using the MSD approach and compare the results in terms of inclusiveness, employability and income with partnership projects that do not apply the MSD approach.
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